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CRW Ordered to Remove Arrows
from Massachusetts Roads
By Eli Post

L

CRW Adopts
Metric Time

ate arriving riders on a Club ride are a
persistent problem. We have people racing
about like headless chickens assembling
bikes and dressing frantically so as not to miss
the ride start. They are burdening the rest of us
who arrive in time to get themselves and their
equipment ready in time to join the ride. We
no longer find this acceptable, and feel we’ve
waited far too long to impose a solution so
our members are no longer inconvenienced.
Accordingly we will soon be converting to
“metric time.” Under the new system there
would be 100 seconds to the minute, 100
minutes to the hour, and 20-hour days. This
provides riders with four additional hours to
get to a ride, and there should be no more
excuses for late arrivals. We’ve tested metric
time with many riders who praised the new
time system, and several wanted to know how
they could convert their digital clock to metric
time. This is a new way of thinking but we
admit that the idea has not yet gained great
support. However, its time will come (pun
intended) and we can say proudly that CRW
was an early adopter.

Typical arrow painted conventionally and visible to naked eye.

M

assachusetts state officials announced
that cycling clubs, including CRW,
have until the end of June to remove or
paint over each and every arrow sign currently
on roads throughout Massachusetts. These are
the arrow signs used to highlight routes and
alert riders to upcoming turns or bends in the
road. We were taken by complete surprise and
shocked by this State edict as the absence of
road arrows will be a blow to CRW group rides,
and could well bring the operations of the club
to a halt. Equally distressing is that painting
over them is a monumental task, which will tax
our volunteer spirit as never before.
“The state does not want to discourage
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the use of our beautiful roads for cyclists, but
we cannot allow the road painting,” was the
damning message noted in the State Department of Public Works press release. CRW’s
failure to remove or paint over the signs by the
designated date would prompt the State DPW
to perform the task, and bill CRW for labor
and materials costs. This is no small matter,
and reached a boiling point after one of our
members was spotted by Police after spray
painting a white arrow. He was not only fined
for violating the law, but the town initiated
criminal contempt proceedings. We made bail
but the charges have not been dropped.
Arrows - Continued on page 3
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CRW Board Meeting Minutes
March 3rd, 2012
Present: Mike Byrne, Andy Brand, Peter Brooks,
Steve Cohen, Kimberley Fitch, Howard Miller
Eli Post, Cindy Sragg, and two guests from the
CRW Grants Committee.
The minutes of the prior Board Meeting were
accepted.

Reports:
President’s report – The CRW negotiated a
significant discount on the 2012 Ride Leader
gift. Each ride leader will receive two tickets
for the 2012 Superbowl. This event will commence again in late spring, and continue to
run indefinitely until a more favorable result
is achieved.
Treasurer – The total balance in CRW accounts
is approximately $4,000,000, held in the CRW
offshore account (Cayman Islands). This account was recently seized by the IRS after
that agency challenged the Board’s decision
to purchase $12,000 bikes for each board
member. Fortunately, the club’s remaining
money is safely held in stock of the Italian
Costa Concordia Company
Membership – There are 1,850 current members
with 1,600 members currently participating in
“Occupy Boxford” and 28 members who remain
in a maximum security interrogation facility.

Old Business
VP of Rides - Matching jerseys and shorts are
now required on all CRW rides. The fabric must
be of dimpled mesh construction, laser-cut and
seamless, providing a smooth aerodynamic
transition to the skin. The clothing must also
be contoured to the body to reduce drag and
bunching and optimize body contours. Going
forward, this requirement will be included
on the CRW cue sheet template, the CRW
membership agreement, and the CRW nonmember liability form. Ride leaders will be
fully responsible for enforcing this new policy.
Secretary – A group of six CRW cylclists were
caught updating their Facebook accounts using their i-Phones while pacelining during the
Thursday night ride. The Board sentenced them
to century ride port-o-john duty. (Involving
chasing fellow cyclists out of the woods when
they refuse to use the port-o-johns). The Board
agreed to invest 20% of the treasury funds in
the anticipated Facebook IPO.
New Business
Safety Committee Recommendation – A member of the Safety Committee recommended
that Cue Sheets to be printed in large, bold
font, to accommodate the needs of the aging

CRW membership. CRW members normally
remove one hand from their handlebars, grasp
the Cue Sheet, and hold it at least four feet
from their eyes so that they can read the
small print while riding. This poses an obvious
safety concern. The Board voted in favor of the
recommendation.
Report from the Grants Committee –The Board
approved the following two grants:
(a) Grants Committee member Lobb E. Ist,
proposed that the board approve a grant
of $2,000,000 to Wonderland Cycle Derby
to construct an arena in Revere for bicycle
demolition-derby competitions. Wonderland
anticipates that CRW members will gladly
participate as a way to clear out their aging
fleet of bicycles and make room for new ones.
(b) Grants Committee member Ian Hook
proposed that the Board approve a grant of
$800,000 for Hook, Line and Sinker Consulting
Group to conduct a Phase I and Phase II feasibility study to assess the benefits/liabilities
of using valve-stems caps for long-distance
cycling.
Respectfully submitted,
Kimberley Fitch
Secretary

Special Plus 10 Offer Exclusive to CRW Members

This unusual offer comes from all the fine bikes shops which are listed on the last page of the April WheelPeople. Present the coupon any time in
2012 and the shop will add an extra $10.00 charge to your order. It’s as simple as that. There are no minimums and you can apply the “Plus 10”
to components and service. This is as good as it gets.
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Arrows - Continued from page 1

However, you should not be alarmed. We
will not let our members down and believe we
have a plan to circumvent this ruling, and stay
within the letter of the law. We are fortunate
that one of our board members is a fifth generation government operative, and many of
his relatives have historically been involved
in fields of intelligence, black op programs,
crypto, and highly classified development
projects. We can’t reveal his name for obvious
reasons, but he is graciously making available
his engineering skills and has a multi-dimensional solution which the CIA, the Russian
KGB, and the Israeli Mossad would all envy. He
developed the technology from the encrypted
communications systems he had helped the
army put in place during the Gulf War. This is

Black Light fixtures are available
which are about the same
size as lights commonly
used for nighttime riding,
and will illuminate arrows
over 15 feet away.

Arrow painted in UV Paint and only visible under high-intensity black light

a master plan designed by a genius, one with a
mania for perfection, and a terrifying certainty
that he is always in the right.
We played with the notion of arrows which
were only visible with special glasses like those
which work for 3-D movies but decided the
distribution before the ride and use during the
ride was not practical. Fortunately a better solution was available. Invisible to the naked eye
ultra-violet paint was developed for military
purposes, and optimum viewing requires longwave black light. It works outdoors and best of
all goes down like the paint we ordinarily use.
Black Light makes totally invisible UV reactive
paint display brilliant on almost any surface.
This is a specialty paint that is developed with
a patented formula to react and gain maximum
UV Arrow as it appears to naked eye without black light.
intensity when exposed to black light, all while
remaining transparent in normal daylight. Black
Light fixtures are available which are about the
the force of a 1,000-pound weight dropped
signals from the UV arrows and realigned in
same size as lights commonly used for nightfrom a height of 10 feet. We also have to deal
such a way as to temporarily reduce Earth’s
time riding, and will illuminate arrows over 15
with other air navigation hazards. Modern
gravity causing riders to briefly float. Fortufeet away. We will make these lights available
navigation
relies
primarily
on
positions
denately the use of drones in the States is rare
for sale, but also lend them out at ride starts
termined electronically
because of federal restrictions on air apace, but
for members who don’t
by receivers collecting
we are seeking a ruling from the Federal Aviawish to bear the costs.
information
from
sattion Agency as we don’t want drone aircraft
We still have a few
The “invisible” markings are in ellites, and the ultraattacking or even tracking our riders.
kinks to work out. The
violet
paint
appears
to
We are asking members to contact their
fact
visible
to
migratory
birds
and
“invisible” markings are
state legislators and let them know the severity
in fact visible to migra- tests have shown flock confusion distort the signals. This
unintended effect was
of the issue. As noted at the emergency CRW
tory birds and tests
by certain species.
especially
troublesome
Board meeting “If riders don’t know that a
have shown flock conwith the operation of
turn is coming up and are turning at the last
fusion by certain speunmanned “drone” airmoment, we’re going to have a dangerous situcies. This is potentially
craft
controlled
from
remote
video
consoles
at
ation. Our rides will be like amusement park
dangerous. A 12-pound Canada goose striking
Hanscom Field and flying over nearby Lexington
bumper cars and someone could get hurt.”
an aircraft going 150 mph at lift-off generates
and Concord. Their delicate sensors picked up
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Urlich Slouch
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Volunteer of the Month
By Kimberley Fitch

I

spotted CRW member Urlich Slouch
from across the parking lot, beyond a
mass of cyclists, all of whom appeared to be
facing him, leaning towards him, or jockeying
for a position closer to him and his new bike.
They were all in a state of worship as they
stared in the direction of Urlich, who spoke
few words, yet each word was filled with
profound meaning. This was the man I needed
to interview. The genius. The inventor. I stood
with the crowd, and leaned in.
When I finally connected with Urlich, he was
cycling up a long, steep hill, with a group of
his disciples. I was breathing hard, but managed to convey my interview questions as we
rode up the hill:

How is it that you can cycle up
this steep hill without effort?
Indeed, I’m currently exerting no effort. The bike
is doing all the work. You see, I’m cycling on
my new invention – a perpetual motion bicycle

4

(Perpcycle™). This breakthrough concept requires
the cyclist to pedal once to initiate the motion,
and no additional energy is required until he/
she decides to slow the pedal motion and come
to a full stop. In between, the Perpcycle does all
the work with no energy inputs. I see that you
are starting to hyperventilate while climbing this
steep hill. But I’m breathing normally, since I’m
not putting forth any effort.

Perpetual motion is new to me.
Please explain!
The history of perpetual motion machines dates
back to the Middle Ages. Early on, it was not
clear whether perpetual motion devices were
possible or not, but the development of modern
theories of thermodynamics has indicated that
they certainly are. Many attempts have been
made to construct such machines, but only I
have succeeded with a spherical framework of
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rings centered on lines of celestial longitude and
latitude and other astronomically equinoctial
features.

Wow! How much do these bikes
cost?
I’m not only a genius but also a philanthropist.
Many cyclists are struggling to keep up. I felt that
they could benefit from an invention that would
save them energy and I decided to apply the concept of perpetual motion to a bike. People went
crazy when I demonstrated the first prototype. I
felt strongly that all CRW members should have
access to the invention. So, I now offer the bikes
free to any member who demonstrates a need.

But, how will cyclists receive the
fitness benefits?
It’s clear that CRW members value rest over
Volunteer of the Month - Continued on page 5
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Free Bikes for the Asking T
By Eli Post

The Giant Defy
Advanced comes
equipped with
Shimano Ultegra
components, and is
$4,550 retail. It differs
from the stock model
only with the elegant
Coca-Cola paint finish.
Diet Pepsi and Sprite
available soon.

Volunteer of the Month - Continued from page 4

fitness. Members don’t seem to have an issue
with the fact that there are no fitness benefits for
those who use the Perpcycle. After a ride with
the new bike, cyclists tell me they feel refreshed
and energized.

Will you make the bikes available
to the general public?
Probably not. There are many CRW members
on the waitlist currently. The orders will take
years to fill. In the meantime, it saddens me to
think of the many people who continue to waste
valuable energy manually propelling their bikes,
while waiting for their new Perpcycle to be made.

What inspired you to create this
invention?

are thinking more and more about energy usage.
Energy conservation is a concept that has gained
increasing significance. People are starting to
realize that they need to extend the concepts
of energy conservation to their own bodies.
The more energy people use in performing daily
tasks, exercise routines, etc., the less energy they
have for things like watching TV, driving and/
or sending text messages. These are important
activities that keep the human race functioning.
Each pedal stroke on a bike ride takes away from
a person’s energy/ capacity to perform more
important functions. We need to save our future.
So, if you see Urlich out there on his Perpcycle,
be sure to thank him for his prescient ideas,
his generosity, and his determination to make
the world a better place.

To put it simply – I care about the future of the
human race. It’s clear that people everywhere
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here is an exciting new company called
FreeBike with a novel business plan. We
don’t ordinarily promote private companies,
but this one is too good to pass up as it is
intended to provide riders with 100% free
high-end bikes. In exchange for the free
bikes, the lucky people have to merely agree
to the placement of large advertisements on
the outside of their bikes. Unfortunately,
strict eligibility criteria will limit the number of people eligible to receive a free bike.
Not only do you have to guarantee
that you would ride over 500 miles
a week (or 25,000 miles a year, just
once around the globe), you also have
to complete a 300-question survey
that probes into personal information such as your political affiliations,
circle of friends and sex life.
Finally, you have to submit your family’s tax
returns, and a stool
sample. None of
this should discourage you and
contact FreeBike
directly to apply. We suggest
you do it quickly,
before they come
to their senses and
withdraw the offer.

Welcome New Members!
Sharon Rhodes
Emma Zenview
Hugh Manarow
Kay Dence
Clifford Bar
Shirley Steeple
Dee Railer
Bentrim Wheelright
Rusty Spoke
Yisore Saddle
Maura P. Hill
Less Efforton
Miss A. Turn
Wes Uckwinder
Hugh Bonkalot
Stu Pedro Froad
Roland Tuck
Bea N.Helmet
Uke Utmeoff
Art Ritus
I.M. Whippt
Saul Over

Boston, MA
Harvard, MA
Concord, MA
Boxford, MA
Middleton, MA
Berlin, MA
Arlington, MA
Bedford, MA
Bedford, MA
Boxford, MA
Harvard, MA
Lexington, MA
Acton, MA
Boxford, MA
Boxford, MA
Boxford, MA
Bolton, MA
Northborough, MA
Boxford, MA
Boxford, MA
Brighton, MA
Princeton, MA
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